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The new MHA Forum:
 "The Warming Bench"!

Sooner or later we begin to realize that the answer to the nagging question of
the day or moment is found on .......the Internet!

I learned this lesson when I needed to lube the spline on my recently
acquired 21 year old shaft driven BMW bike a few years ago. Researching a
forum dedicated specifically to "K" series Beemers I learned that this
important maintenance item was considered within my skill level and would
save me a few hundred $ of dealer labor. The "How-to" was not a Youtube
demo: rather a clearly written and photo documented procedure that proved
worth it's weight to me. Since then, I've turned to forums more and more for
valuable information on a variety of practical subjects.

I anticipate the MHA forum will provide yet another valuable resource for
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MHA members. Right now, it's a just a skeleton waiting to fill up with our
ideas, questions, announcements and rants. I recently had a chance to plug
the Forum when someone on the Chat group posted a "ride wanted" from
Asheville up to Wildacres this year. So, with our new forum we have an
Annual Meeting Topic where members can discuss rides to and from
Wildacres.

We'll also post some of the larger auction items that will be available this
year. Maybe you have a wet saw you are no longer using and would like to
sell. There's a Sell & Buy (Want Ads) forum to sell/buy items from fellow
members. You could find a member buyer and bring it to Wildacres to
complete the transaction. Maybe you would like to partner with another
member when business is slow or you are shorthanded. Check the Help
Wanted forum. You get the idea.

Please register for the new Forum. It's quick and easy. Once you are
confirmed you're a paid member, you'll have a password that your computer
could remember. Feel free to suggest topics. You can then go to the
appropriate forum and post a topic or "thread" and see where it leads.

See you there!

To register just open the MHA website: www.mha-net.org. In the black box,
under the MHA logo, you'll find the Forum link to the far right. Just click it
open and register. The link will take you to the vBulletin Forums:
(http://www.mha-net.org/forum-members/)

Then let the fun begin.

Stephen Bushway, Chair
Public Relations Committee
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